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3D branched nanowire heterojunction photoelectrodes for high-efficiency solar
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We report the fabrication of a three dimensional branched ZnO/Si heterojunction nanowire array by

a two-step, wafer-scale, low-cost, solution etching/growth method and its use as photoelectrode in

a photoelectrochemical cell for high efficiency solar powered water splitting. Specifically, we

demonstrate that the branched nanowire heterojunction photoelectrode offers improved light

absorption, increased photocurrent generation due to the effective charge separation in Si nanowire

backbones and ZnO nanowire branching, and enhanced gas evolution kinetics because of the

dramatically increased surface area and decreased radius of curvature. The branching nanowire

heterostructures offer direct functional integration of different materials for high efficiency water

photoelectrolysis and scalable photoelectrodes for clean hydrogen fuel generation.
Introduction

Currently over 90% of electricity and over 95% of hydrogen are

produced from fossil fuels and biomass.1 Fossil fuels are believed

to be the major cause of negative and irreversible environmental

consequences,2 which contribute the largest amount of green-

house gas (carbon dioxide)3,4 and air pollution (nitrous oxide and

smog). Hydrogen is believed to be one of the sustainable and

clean-energy alternatives to overcome the environmental chal-

lenges, which can work by itself as a source of energy or together

with other carbon source to generate liquid hydrocarbons.5 In

order to be economically competitive and environmentally

beneficial, it is essential to find a cost-effective and clean method

for mass production of hydrogen.6 Techniques for directly con-

verting water to hydrogen using solar energy, known as photo-

electrolysis, are receiving great attention recently, despite the fact
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that the electrolysis effect was discovered more than 200 years

ago.7 Mechanisms of water splitting driven by semiconductor

photoelectrochemical (PEC) electrodes (photoelectrodes) are

depicted in previous review works.8–11 Continuous research effort

and current challenges are to optimize photoelectrodes towards

practical PEC applications with a broad spectrum of absorption,

matching energy band to water reduction/oxidation energy

levels, long-term stability in harsh conditions (like seawater or

effluent, under both dark and illumination conditions), and most

importantly high photocurrent density in order to reach high

photo-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency.12

Materials that are currently attracting research interests

include semiconductors (Si,13–15 III–V,16,17 II–VI,18–21 etc.) and

metal oxides (TiO2,
22 ZnO,23 Fe2O3,

24–26 WO3
27–29). Moreover,

using heterojunction30–33 or homojunction34,35 and tandem cells

enhances light absorption, charge separation and appropriate

carrier energy, all of which could lead to a potentially viable

device for spontaneous water splitting. Among all of the afore-

mentioned materials, Si as one of the cheapest, most abundant,

and most important semiconductor materials, has demonstrated

broad application as solid-state solar cells and PEC cell devices.

Recently, a one-dimensional nanowire (NW) array utilized in

a Si solar cell provides conceptual advantages, such as improved

light absorption and potentially improved charge separa-

tion.13,36–40 On the other hand, Si nanostructure based photo-

electrodes interfacing with liquid electrolyte as an alternative

format of solar cells have shown great potential due to the

advantages of high quality and conformal junction interface.

Meanwhile, this structure improves the junction area, essentially

eases the carrier separation and collection. Previously studies

have demonstrated photoelectrodes with improved PEC prop-

erties using a p-type14,41 or an n-type31,42 doped Si NW array as
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1515–1521 | 1515
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a photocathode or a photoanode, respectively. A large surface

area provides significantly increased photoelectrochemical sites

for water reduction/oxidation. However, problems with NW

structures happen at the electrolyte interfaces where increased

surface state recombination occurs. Moreover, poor interface

kinetics further limits the performance of Si based photo-

electrodes, resulting in low H2 evolution.43,44 In this article, we

present a low-cost two-step solution phase integration of ZnO

NW branches to Si NW backbones and the use of these p/n

branched heterostructures for solar water splitting. The

branched NW array structure is studied using scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HR-TEM). Structures with different lengths of Si

NW backbones and ZnO NW branches are studied as a photo-

cathode for H2 production. Light absorption and transient

current density at chopped light are studied.
Experimental

1. Device fabrication

p-Type boron doped (111) silicon wafers with a thickness of

250 mm (WaferWorld 1–10 U cm) were cleaned with solvent,

rinsed with deionized (DI) water (>17.8 MU cm) and dried with

N2. Themetal assisted chemical etching used to prepare the SiNW

substrate is described in previous literatures45–47 and as follows:

a cleaned 20 0 wafer, with both the edge and backside protected

from exposure to the solution with polymer coating, was fixed on

ahomemade etching setup and immersed in the etching solution (a

mixture of 0.02MAgNO3 and 4MHF in DI water). The etching

was performedat 50 �Cwith gentle agitation (100 rpm) for varying

time periods, followed by immediate removal from the etching

solution and thorough rinse with DI water for 5 min. The as-

etched Si NWs were normally coated with a thick layer of chem-

ically reducedAg, the latter was etched in dilute nitric acid (1 : 10)

for at least 1 h (depending on the length of NW). Finally, samples

were rinsed well in DI water and dried gently with N2.

For ZnO nanowire growth, a thin ZnO seeding layer was

deposited on the Si NW substrates with low-pressure argon

plasma RF sputtering using 99.99% ZnO target. Prior to the

seeding process, Si NW samples were dipped in buffered oxide

etching (1 : 6 BOE) solution for 10 s to remove the native oxide.

Then, samples were carefully spray-cleaned using DI water, dried

with N2, and immediately transferred to a deposition chamber to

minimize oxidation. During the sputtering, pressure in the

chamber was maintained at 1.7 mTorr. The deposition rate was

first characterized on a planar Si substrate. A thin layer of ZnO

with 45 nm in thickness was achieved after 16 min, based on the

deposition rate calculated from thin film deposition on the planar

Si substrate. Hydrothermal growth of ZnO NWs48,49 was carried

out as follows: Si substrates were fixed on a supporting glass slide

facing down and immersed in the reaction solution—25 mM

solutions of zinc acetate and hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA,

Sigma) in DI water at 85 �Cwith gentle agitation for varying time

periods. The as-grown samples were ultrasonicated at low power

(<30 W) to remove ZnO particles on the surface, thoroughly

rinsed with DI water, and gently blow-dried with N2 gas.

Samples were stored under vacuum to minimize oxygen and

water absorption before further measurement.
1516 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1515–1521
2. Morphological study

The NW morphology was examined using a field emission

secondary electron microscope (FESEM, FEI-XL30) with an

accelerating voltage of 5.0 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)

analysis was used to examine the efficiency of Ag etching. A

cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (XTEM, JEOL

JEM-3100FEF) equipped with an OMEGA-type energy filter in

the microscope column with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV

was used to study the crystalline structures and the ZnO/Si het-

erostructure interfaces. Images were collected using the Gatan

image recording system with a resolution of 0.5 nm.

3. Reflectance measurement

Optical extinction spectra were measured using a halogen lamp

and a CCD spectroscope coupled with an optical microscope.50

Samples are in focus of microscope objectives. Specular and

diffuse scattered light from the sample were collected using 50�
objective lens (Carl Zeiss 422370-9960-000) with a numerical

aperture of 0.8 and working distance of 0.6 mm. Reflected light

was measured using a CCD spectrometer (Andor Shamrock).

The diameter of the effective field of view collected by the CCD

was around 50 mm.

4. PEC measurement

Prior to PECmeasurement, indium paste was applied at the back

of the sample and a copper wire was soldered to the sample

providing ohmic electrical contacts. The backside and edges of

samples were protected using epoxy and the copper wire was

sealed in plastic tubes to prevent electrical shorts to the electro-

lyte such that only the sample front side was in contact with the

electrolyte. Si NWs without ZnO NW branches were etched for

10 seconds in HF solution at room temperature and rinsed with

DI water immediately prior to measurement, the ZnO/Si

branched NW samples were tested directly without further

treatment. The area of the samples exposed to the electrolyte

varies and ranges about 0.5–1.2 cm2. In electrochemical

measurement using one-compartment cell setup, Pt wire was

used as the counter electrode (CE) and was positioned as close as

possible to the photocathode, while the Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl)

reference electrode (RE) was placed as close as possible to the

photocathode working electrode (WE). A xenon lamp from

a solar simulator providing an output light intensity of 130 mW

cm�2 was incident normal to the sample through a quartz

window. Steady-state photocurrent density–voltage (J–V) curves

under a slow scan rate (5 mV s�1), and photocurrent density–time

(J–t) curves were obtained by using a potentiostat (Digi-Ivy Inc).

All data were recorded using software DY2300. The electrolyte

solution was always 400 ml of 0.25 MNa2SO4 buffered with PBS

with pH z 7.2, which was measured using a pH meter (Acorn-

Oakton pH5).

Results and discussions

Fig. 1 shows the cross-sectional and top views of Si/ZnO

branched NW arrays with different backbone and branched

lengths. Similar to the growth on the plain Si substrate, hexag-

onal ZnO NWs grown on the surface of Si NW backbones were
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view (top row) and top view (bottom row) SEM images of Si/ZnO branched NW arrays with different backbone and branch

lengths. ZnO NW branches from growth for 2.5 h on Si NWs with different lengths by chemical etching for (a) 5 min, (b) 10 min, and (c) 15 min,

respectively (scale bar ¼ 500 nm). ZnO NW branches grown for various times of (d) 30 min and (e) 2.5 h on Si NW arrays etched for 15 min (scale

bar ¼ 1 mm).
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nearly perpendicular.51 Geometries, distributions, and even

optical properties of the ZnO branches strongly depend on the Si

NW array. ZnO NW branches grown on short Si NWs (5 min

etching) showed position-dependent sizes: ZnO NWs on the

sidewall were smaller in both the diameter and length than those

growing on top of the Si NW array (Fig. 1a). The position-

dependent non-uniformity of ZnO NW growth is believed to be

due to the limited diffusion of ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) during

the hydrothermal growth from the reaction solution to nucle-

ation sites on the sidewalls of the Si NWs. However, better

uniformity was reached when ZnO NW branches grow on longer

Si NWs (10 and 15 min etching), as shown in Fig. 1b and c.

Longer Si NWs give smaller moments of inertia and spring

constants; therefore they are more flexible, allowing van der

Waals forces to deform adjacent NWs into clusters, which

consequently affect the overall optical and electrical properties.

This will be discussed in detail in later sections. Collapsed long

NWs leave wider openings and thus ease the diffusion of ZnO

NPs, which results in a uniform growth independent of the

position. Moreover, ZnO NW branches grown on the same Si

NW substrate for varying amounts of time are shown in Fig. 1d

and e. Shorter and thinner branches were realized from 30 min

growth (Fig. 1d), while branches were longer and wider in the

case of 2.5 h growth (Fig. 1e). Estimation showed the extraor-

dinary high density of ZnO NWs in the highly ordered 3D

branched NW array. Techniques used for etching Si NW and

growth of ZnO NW provided the advantages and potential

applications in large-scale fabrications and cost-effective solu-

tion phase integration of nanoscale heterojunctions.

Fig. 2 shows TEM images of the branched NW sample

fabricated on 5 min etched Si NW array. The cross-sectional

TEM image at low magnification in Fig. 2a illustrated the non-

uniform distribution of ZnO NWs on Si NWs, which may be due

to the non-uniformity of Si NW diameters (20–200 nm) from the

wet etching and the uneven coating of a ZnO seeding layer from

RF magnetron sputtering. Secondly, samples could be slightly
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
damaged during the TEM sample preparation process using the

focus ion beam (FIB) milling. It can be seen from the high

resolution TEM image (Fig. 2b) that there is no noticeable

amorphous SiOx at the ZnO/Si interface, even for samples that

were stored in air for days prior to the TEM characterization. We

believe that this is due to the HF etching, prior to sputtering of

the ZnO seeding layer. H-terminated Si NW surfaces were

effectively generated which made the Si NWs less prone to

oxidation.52 On the other hand, the interfacial native oxide layer

as one kind of passivation layers could also benefit the device

performance and its effect on optoelectrical properties was dis-

cussed before.53–55 In our experiments, the rough surface of

solution etched Si NWs provided high density of nucleation sites

during the seeding layer deposition, which in turn promoted the

growth of ZnO NW branches in the high aspect ratio Si NW

arrays.

The wet-etched Si NW samples were dark and discoloration

was observed after the growth of ZnO NW branches. Extinction

spectra in the visible range (500–750 nm, which was limited by

the optics of the measurement setup) were measured using

a microscope with samples in focus and a CCD spectrometer

(measurement setup details can be found in supporting docu-

ment). Extinction spectra and optical images of different samples

with the same Si NW length but different ZnO NW lengths are

shown in Fig. 3. The Si NW sample etched for 5 min showed

excellent and uniform light absorption around 95% (Fig. 3a-2

and red curve in Fig. 3b). This was due to the aperiodic and

sharp-tip structure of the etched Si NW, which in turn smoothed

the transition of refractive index of air to that of Si substrate56

and also suppressed the angle of incident (AOI) effect.41,57 Short

time (30 min) growth of ZnO NW on Si NW (Fig. 3a-1 and blue

curve in Fig. 3b) showed improved light absorption (up to

97.5%). This is believed to be due to the filling of ZnO (nZnO ¼
1.94–2.4)58,59 in between Si NWs (nSi ¼ 3.54–6.8)60 in the wave-

length range 240–1100 nm further smoothening the refractive

index transition from light incident media (nair ¼ 1) to the Si
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1515–1521 | 1517
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Fig. 2 TEM images of ZnO/Si branched NW arrays: (a) low resolution

TEM showing the branched structure, (b) high-resolution TEM showing

the interface of a typical single ZnO NW branch or a seeding particle on

the surface of Si NWs. Insets are fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns of

the corresponding areas in (b).

Fig. 3 (a) Optical images (first row: top view and second row: �45

degree view) and (b) extinction spectra of different substrates: (1) 0.5 h

ZnO NW growth on 5 min etched Si NW array (dark black, blue cure),

(2) 5 min as-etched Si NW array (dark brownish, red curve), and (3) 2.5 h

ZnO NW growth on 5 min etched Si NW array (light gray, green curve),

and (4) polished Si reference sample (black curve). Sample size in this

experiment is kept at 0.5 � 0.5 in2. (c) Single Si/ZnO branched NW

interfacing with the electrolyte superimposed with the energy band

diagram at zero external bias with light illumination (scale bar¼ 200 nm).
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substrate. However, the AOI effect became worse in ZnO NW

branched samples (Fig. 3a). This can be seen in Fig. 3a where the

optical image taken from a 45 degree viewing angle (second row)

revealed the reflection patterns on this sample. Furthermore, the

sample with longer ZnO NW branches (green curve in Fig. 3b)

did not show further improvement in the light absorption.

Careful investigation under SEM showed a more disordered

structure of ZnO NWs from longer growth time, which scatters

more light resulting in a light gray color (Fig. 3a-3). Therefore,

we can conclude that the light absorption enhancement by

vertical NW arrays minimizing light reflection/scattering is

a combination effect of NW size, density, and shape.61

Fig. 3c shows the SEM image of ZnO NWs (branches grown

on a single Si NW backbone) superimposed with the energy band

diagram and water reduction level (at pH ¼ 7). Si NWs with

diameters larger than 20 nm were assumed to have the same

electronic band gap as the bulk Si.52 The conduction band of
1518 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1515–1521
ZnO is lower than that of Si, which assists photo-generated

electrons to transfer across the ZnO layer to the water reduction

level, whereas holes flow to the back contact of Si. Band bending

and an electron barrier at the ZnO/electrolyte interface due to the

interaction with oxygen and water were also illustrated, which,

we believe, is very important to the understanding of device

performances. In addition, trapped O2
62 on the ZnO NW surface

results in a higher electron barrier at the electrolyte/ZnO inter-

face, and thus a high onset potential. Branched NWs also offer

other additional advantages as photoelectrodes in photo-

electrochemical cells such as large surface area and large surface

curvature leading to enhanced surface chemical reaction and

more efficient H2 evolution. Fig. 4a shows the J–V characteristics

of the ZnO/Si branched NWs with different Si NW lengths. The

longer Si NWs (from 15 min etching) give 50–100% higher

photocurrent compared to that of the 5 min etched sample,

which is believed to be due to the enhancement of light absorp-

tion and the larger overall surface area of the ZnO branches.

Note that the dark current from the 15 min etched sample is

much larger than the 5 min etched sample (Fig. 4a, inset), due to

the much increased junction and surface area and thus recom-

bination centers. Significant photocurrent was noticed starting at

�1 V external potential and H2 evolution was easily observed

with the naked eyes in both samples (Fig. 4c). No photocurrent

plateaus were observed indicating no light intensity limited

photocurrent at the potential range measured.

Fig. 4b and the inset compare the current density from the

branched NW photoelectrodes with different lengths of ZnO

NW branches but the same Si NW length (etched for 5 min). The

electrodes tested are 5 min etched Si NWs coated with the ZnO

seeding layer, ZnO NWs grown for 30 min and 2.5 h, respec-

tively. The photocathodic currents turn on at around �1 V and

increase with the applied negative bias for the branched NW
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 4 Steady state current density vs. external bias (J–V) on (a) 30 min

growth of ZnO NW branches on Si NW arrays from various etching

times (5 and 15 min) and (b) ZnO NW branches grown for varying times

on 5 min etched Si NW arrays. Insets show the dark current of corre-

sponding samples. (C) Optical image of a 3D branched NW photo-

electrode: (left) in the dark and (right) H2 gas evolution under

illumination.
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electrodes compared to the core–shell Si/ZnO NW sample (Si

NWs are coated with the seeding ZnO layer). The photocurrent

density increases with the length of ZnO NW branches, which

reaches 8 mA cm�2 at �1.5 V for the electrode with ZnO NW
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
branches grown for 2.5 h, which is about twice and 80 times

compared to that for electrodes with ZnO NW branches of 30

min growth and ZnO coated Si NW electrodes, respectively. This

enhancement in the photocurrent for photoelectrodes with

longer and wider ZnO branches is probably due to the increase in

the surface reaction area, which dominates the deficiency in

reduced light absorption due to scattering (Fig. 3a and b). The

superior current density levels achieved here are mainly due to

the heterojunction that promotes the separation of photoinduced

charge carriers, as well as the much enlarged surface area for

efficient reaction. The inset compares the dark current of 5 min

etched Si NWs coated with the ZnO seeding layer, ZnO NWs

grown for 30 min and 2.5 h, which shows a clear trend of increase

in current with the increase in ZnO NW growth time and the

surface area. Note in Fig. 4, anodic current was observed both in

the dark and under light illumination. The anodic currents in

Fig. 4a and the inset (red curves) are most likely due to the band

bending at the ZnO NW surface which leads to injection of

thermal and photo-induced holes from ZnO to electrolytes,

which increase as the Si NWs are longer and the surface area are

larger. A similar increase of anodic dark and photo-currents in

Fig. 4b and the inset (red curves) is due to the surface area

increase for electrodes with 30 min ZnO NW branches compared

to that with ZnO seeding layer alone. However, the anodic dark

and photo-currents were suppressed for electrodes with longer

ZnO NW branches (Fig. 4b blue curve), which is probably due to

the increase of the ZnO NW diameter further leading to less

charge separation to the surface.62,63

In addition, the transient photocurrent (J–t) test of the

branched heterostructural samples was carried out under inter-

mittent light illumination and constant external bias (�1.5 V vs.

Ag/AgCl RE), as shown in Fig. 5a and b. The dark current of

polished Si is almost zero, which is negligible and consistent with

previously reported data. The photocurrent density at �1.5 V of

the polished p-type Si photocathode was about 0.012 mA cm�2

under illumination. Si NW array and branched heterostructure

array electrodes increased the photocurrent density by 250 and

400 times compared to the polished p-type Si photocathode,

respectively, despite the small difference from sample to sample

for the Si NW array and branched heterostructure array. Si and

branched heterostructure NW arrays increased the surface area

and thus the surface states, which result in increased dark

currents of 7.5 and 25 times compared to that of the polished Si

substrate, respectively.14 The polished p-Si photoelectrode

sample did not show significant photocurrent for H2 evolution,

because of the low kinetics for H2 evolution.
43,64 It was pointed

out that the H2 generation rate is low at large values of photo-

voltage, due to the competing e�/h+ recombination at the surface.

Conversion efficiency is limited by this competing process.

Kinetics for reduction of H2O is so poor that little or no current

for H2O reduction occurs until Ef is more negative than the H+/

H2 potential.
12,43,64

One can observe a large cathodic current jump responding to

the illumination due to the photo-induced electron–hole pair

separation. This photocurrent decayed quickly until reaching the

steady state due to the recombination of electrons and holes via

surface and interface states. Moreover, due to the limitation of

the seeding process particularly non-uniformity on the longer Si

NWs, this recombination may be partially caused by the
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 1515–1521 | 1519
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Fig. 5 Transient current density (J–t) study on (a) 30 min growth of

ZnONW branches on Si NW arrays from various etching times (5 and 15

min) and (b) ZnO NW branches grown for varying times on 5 min etched

Si NWarrays. These were measured at the external bias of�1.5 V (vs.Ag/

AgCl RE).
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exposure of Si NWs to the electrolytes and also accumulation at

the ZnO/electrolyte interface due to surface band bending.

Seeded Si NW array showed minimum dark and photocurrent

response compared to the branched Si NW samples, which

confirmed that the passivation of Si NW surface states using un-

doped ZnO seeding layer results in the ignorable recombination

and consequently low dark current. Therefore, an increase in the

dark current and cathodic current overshot were mainly due to

the recombination at the ZnO NW/solution interface. Note that

uniform seeding layer coating was obtained on 5 min etched Si

NW array leaving minimum Si NW exposure to the solution. The

photoelectrochemical stability of ZnO NW|planar Si photo-

cathodes was studied and significant degradation and even

complete removal were noticed in acidic and basic solutions after

about 1 hour. Coating of metal thin films (for example�5 nm Pt)

as a co-catalyst on ZnO photoelectrodes showed improved

stability and minimized the cathodic decomposition, in addition

to the strongly improved electrochemical hydrogen reduction

kinetics.65
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Conclusions

In summary, we report the synthesis of 3D ZnO/Si branched NW

arrays using the low-cost solution etching/synthesis method and

the utilization as photoelectrodes in a PEC cell. The 3D nanowire

heterostructures compared to ZnO NW/Si planar hetero-

structures, Si NW array, and Si planar structures demonstrated

large enhancement in photocathodic current density (8 mA cm�2)

and overall hydrogen evolution kinetics. This solution-based

technique for NW synthesis and heterojunction formation is

inexpensive and most importantly can be scaled up to the level

that would be required as a primary energy production method

in the near future.
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